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AI/ML Models and Networks
• As with many other areas, AI/ML models/systems have had an
enormous impact on networks
1. They contribute new solutions to networking problems
2. But their interactions with networks also contribute new
problems (for both networks and AI/ML systems)

• I want to focus on this interplay
 Networks affect the design and structure of AI/ML systems as
well as their operation, which gives rise to new problems
 Conversely, AI/ML systems often provides effective solutions to
those very same problems
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Outline
• What happens when a network inserts itself

between an AI/ML system and its data, or between
components of the AI/ML system themselves?

network

network

network

1.
2.
3.

Input adaptation: What and how to transmit data
given AI/ML system and network characteristics?
Selective transmissions: How to ensure the “best”
data is sent given network constraints?
Split functionality: How to best partition an AI/ML
system distributed across a network?

• Two illustrative examples† (for 1. and 2.)
network

network

1.
2.

Adaptive compression to handle bandwidth
variations
Intelligent edge offloading for object classification

† Based on joint work with Ayan Chakrabarti, Jiaming Qiu, Ruiqi Wang and Chenyang Lu
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AI/ML Networks Interactions – (1)
1. Input adaptation

network

o AI/ML system fully implemented in central server
o Network connects (smart) data acquisition device to server
‒ Bandwidth constraints call for application-specific “compression”
o Data transmission is adapted based on needs of AI/ML
application, e.g., object detection, and network constraints
[1] J. Ren, Y. Guo, D. Zhang, Q. Liu, and Y. Zhang, “Distributed and efficient object detection in edge computing:
Challenges and solutions,” IEEE Network, vol. 32, no. 6, pp. 137–143, 2018.
[2] L. Liu, H. Li, and M. Gruteser, “Edge assisted real-time object detection for mobile augmented reality,” Proc. ACM
MobiCom 2019, pp. 1–16.
[3] Q. Liu and T. Han, “Dare: Dynamic adaptive mobile augmented reality with edge computing,” Proc. IEEE ICNP 2018,
pp. 1–11.
[4] G. Muhammad and M. S. Hossain, “Emotion recognition for cognitive edge computing using deep learning,” IEEE
Internet of Things Journal, 2021.
[5] K. Du, A. Pervaiz, X. Yuan, A. Chowdhery, Q. Zhang, H. Hoffmann, and J. Jiang, “Server-driven video streaming for
deep learning inference,” Proc. ACM SIGCOMM 2020, pp. 557–570.
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AI/ML Networks Interactions –(2)
2. Selective transmissions

network

o AI/ML models structured to allow early “exit” as soon as target
confidence is achieved (minimizes resource consumption)
o In a network setting this maps to intelligent edge offloading
strategies
is low, data is offloaded
‒ When confidence of local AI/ML model
to more powerful AI/ML model in edge server
[1] X. Ran, H. Chen, X. Zhu, Z. Liu, and J. Chen, “Deepdecision: A mobile deep learning framework for edge video analytics,” Proc. IEEE
INFOCOM 2018, pp. 1421–1429.
[2] J. Wang, Z. Feng, Z. Chen, S. George, M. Bala, P. Pillai, S.-W. Yang, and M. Satyanarayanan, “Bandwidth-efficient live video analytics
for drones via edge computing,” Proc. IEEE/ACM SEC 2018, pp. 159–173.
[3] S. Teerapittayanon, B. McDanel, and H.-T. Kung, “Branchynet: Fast inference via early exiting from deep neural networks,” Proc. 2016
IEEE International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), pp. 2464–2469.
[4] ——, “Distributed deep neural networks over the cloud, the edge and end devices,” Proc. 2017 IEEE ICDCS, pp. 328–339.
[5] S. Laskaridis, S. I. Venieris, M. Almeida, I. Leontiadis, and N. D. Lane, “Spinn: synergistic progressive inference of neural networks over
device and cloud,” Proc. ACM MobiCom 2020, pp. 1–15.
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AI/ML Networks Interactions –(3)
3. Split functionality

network

o AI/ML task split between data acquisition device (head)

and

server (tail)
o Network influences design and choice of head and tail
‒ Splitting location determined by desire to minimize the size of data
transmissions over the network
‒ A compression component can be added to the design
[1] Y. Kang, J. Hauswald, C. Gao, A. Rovinski, T. Mudge, J. Mars, and L. Tang, “Neurosurgeon: Collaborative intelligence between the
cloud and mobile edge,” ACM SIGARCH Computer Architecture News, vol. 45, no. 1, pp. 615–629, 2017.
[2] A. E. Eshratifar, M. S. Abrishami, and M. Pedram, “Jointdnn: an efficient training and inference engine for intelligent mobile cloud
computing services,” IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing, vol. 20, no. 2, pp. 565–576, 2019.
[3] A. E. Eshratifar, A. Esmaili, and M. Pedram, “Bottlenet: A deep learning architecture for intelligent mobile cloud computing services,”
Proc. IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Low Power Electronics and Design (ISLPED). IEEE, 2019, pp. 1–6.
[4] J. Shao and J. Zhang, “Bottlenet++: An end-to-end approach for feature compression in device-edge co-inference systems,” Proc. 2020
IEEE International Conference on Communications Workshops (ICC Workshops). IEEE, 2020, pp. 1–6.
[5] Y. Matsubara, S. Baidya, D. Callegaro, M. Levorato, and S. Singh, “Distilled split deep neural networks for edge-assisted real-time
systems,” Proc. Proceedings of the 2019 Workshop on Hot Topics in Video Analytics and Intelligent Edges, 2019, pp. 21–26.
[6] Y. Matsubara, D. Callegaro, S. Baidya, M. Levorato, and S. Singh, “Head network distillation: Splitting distilled deep neural networks for
resource-constrained edge computing systems,” IEEE Access, vol. 8, pp. 212 177–212 193, 2020.
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network

Input Adaptation – An Example of a system where the network
creates a problem for AI/ML systems with, in this case, an AI/ML
based solution

Progressive compression for object
classification in the presence of network
bandwidth variations
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A Motivating Application
• Conveyor belt carries sequence of object
1.
2.
3.

•

Camera captures image of objects
Image is compressed and transmitted to edge server over wireless network
Edge server performs classification for actuation by given deadline (before
next object)

Network bandwidth fluctuates

 Need compression scheme that ensures accurate classification using whatever
data was successfully transmitted
Low-Power
Wireless
Network
Wireless IoT
Camera

Edge Server

Conveyor Belt
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High-Level Problem Formulation
• Given a sequence of images
• A deadline for compression, transmission,
& detection
• Varying (wireless) network bandwidth
Goal: Maximize average image classification accuracy subject to
1. transmission deadline
2. unpredictable network bandwidth variations
Implications:
• Compression is aware of classification goal (AI/ML awareness)
• Decompression allows classification based on any amount of received
data
10

Possible Options
• Standard progressive compression, e.g., progressive JPEG
+ Lightweight (can run on camera) and efficient (low latency)
– But compression is based on image “quality” rather than AI/ML
system classification goal  Low classification accuracy

• RNN-based progressive compression [1]
+ Accurate and aware of AI/ML system classification goal
– But high complexity and latency (cannot run on camera)

 Need a (progressive) solution that
•
•

Can run on a low-end device (camera)
Is aware of AI/ML system classification goals

[1] Toderici et al. "Full resolution image compression with recurrent neural networks." CVPR, 2017
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A Representative Solution (ST)
• Autoencoder-based progressive neural compression framework
– Train an autoencoder so that output features “on top” have higher
importance (greater contributions to classification accuracy) than
“bottom” features

Importance

Most Important
Offload first

Encoder

Output
Features

Least Important
Offload last
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Stochastic Tail-drop (ST)
•

“Stochastic Tail-drop” bottleneck regularization [2]
o Randomly zero-out the last D output features in each training

iteration
o Produces an autoencoder with features sorted by importance
Training

D
Encoder

Compressed
Features

000 … 0
000 … 0
000 … 0

Remaining
Features

Decoder

Classifier

[2] Koike-Akino, et al. "Stochastic bottleneck: Rateless auto-encoder for flexible dimensionality
reduction." 2020 ISIT
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System Operation
Camera

Encoder

Compressed
Features

Variable
Network
Bandwidth

Edge Server

Partial
Features
Set

Decoder

Classifier

• Number of transmitted features depends on variations in network
bandwidth
• Decoding and classification proceeds based on the features received by
the deadline
 A system whose design was driven by the combination of networking
constraints and AI/ML model goals
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And btw, ST Performs Quite Well
• Progressive Baselines
o RNN (Toderici et al., 2017)
o Progressive JPEG
‒ Best performing quality factor q=30

• Non-Progressive Baselines
o JPEG
‒ Different quality factors. (2-20)

o WebP
‒ Different quality factors. (0-40)

• Variations in datasize map to
bandwidth variations
• Non-progressive schemes use the
best quality factor compatible with
each datasize (this assumes they are
known)

ST
Progressive
Not
progressive

• ST’s runtime is also comparable to
that of Prog. JPEG and WebP at
around 20-25ms on a Raspberry Pi
vs. over 10secs for RNN
15

Summary
• Input adaptation example
– The

network

system

network

created a problem (variable bandwidth) for the AI/ML
(image classification) that existing systems did not

solve (well)
– Solving this problem relied on a new AI/ML-based progressive
compression solution

that could accommodate the constraints

imposed by the network, while accounting for the goals of the
original AI/ML system (classification)
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network

Selective Transmissions – An Example of network constraints interacting
with the operation of an AI/ML system and giving rise to a challenging
policy optimization problem with again an AI/ML based solution

Offloading decisions for optimizing
classification accuracy under (network)
resource constraints
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A Similar Setup as Before
• Conveyor belt carries sequence of object
1.
2.
3.

•

Camera still captures image of objects, but now
Camera performs local classification that drives subsequent actuation
And, if local classification is inaccurate, images can be offloaded across a
network to an edge server with a more powerful classifier

The network bandwidth is shared among many cameras

 Need rate control scheme (token bucket) to limit offloading transmissions and
bound network latency (and server load)

r
b



Network

Camera

Edge Server

Conveyor Belt
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High-Level Problem Formulation

• Image capture at camera followed by local

+

classification

• Classifier outputs object class and decision

Class +
Confidence

confidence

• Camera needs to decide whether to offload
based on
• Estimate of “reward” from offloading
(higher classification accuracy)

•

Token bucket state

Offload?

vs.

r
b
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Potential for Reward
• Images typically fall in three distinct
categories
a. Easy to classify for both classifiers

b. Hard to classify for both classifiers

Images in (c) are
offload candidates

c. Easy to classify for strong classifier
in server, but hard for weak classifier
in camera
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Token Bucket Impact
• One token to offload one image
o One new token ever 1/r sec
o Can “save” up to b tokens

• Reward trade-off
o Immediate reward from (potential)
higher accuracy classification
o But potential future loss, as spent
token might prevent future
offloading of higher reward image

 The need to control network
resources consumption interacts
with the operation of the AI/ML
system to create an “interesting”
problem

Local classification
No
Confidence
Offload?

r
# tokens

Token

b bucket

Yes
Send to
edge

E/N
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Key Challenges

• Estimating the offloading reward?
•

Immediate benefit from an offloading decision calls for knowing
the confidence of both classifiers (which requires offloading…)

•

Penalty of consuming a token requires knowledge of future
image arrivals (how many, when, with what confidence?)

• Policy complexity
•

Needs to be able to run on local compute resources and
complete within a short amount of time (before next object
arrival)
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A Representative Solution – DQN-Based
•

-learning is a standard reinforcement learning approach for policies that seek
to maximize a discounted expected reward

– Estimates reward using a Q-value, 𝒬 𝑠, 𝑎 , for state s and action a

• In deep -learning, Q-values are computed using a deep Q-network (DQN)
– Training is through a standard Q-value update process
where s is the current state, a is the action taken, and s’ the subsequent state
following action a

– 𝒬 𝑠, 𝑎 is used as the “ground truth” and weights of the DQN are updated using
gradient descent to minimize the error between 𝒬

𝑠, 𝑎 and 𝒬

𝑠, 𝑎

• In our setting, the state consists of image arrivals, classification outputs, and
token bucket state
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Scenario 1: Correlated Reward Patterns
Offloading Reward

r = 0.1, b = 4

Offloaded by DQN

•

Offloaded by MDP

Offloaded by both

Not offloaded

DQN learns about reward correlation and adapts its
offloading decisions and outperforms standard benchmark
solutions, e.g., based on Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)
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Offloading Metric

Scenario 2: Variable Object Arrival Rate

Offloaded by DQN

•

Offloaded by MDP

Offloaded by both

Not offloaded

DQN has learned that rate changes can arise and adapts its
offloading metric when it recognizes them. As before it
outperforms the MDP benchmark
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Offloading Metric

Scenario 3: Reward Correlation +
Variable Object Arrival Rate

DQN+ trained on
correlated outputs

DQN trained on
i.i.d. outputs

Offloaded by both
Not offloaded

• DQN+ trained on both inputs recognizes
o Periods of high rate and high metrics

‒ Both policies offload approximately the same number of images, but
DQN+ has a higher average metric (0.58 vs. 0.57)

o Periods of low rate and low metrics

‒ Knows that it will waste tokens if it does not significantly lower its

offloading metrics (DQN+ offloads 24 images vs. only one for DQN–)
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Offloading Metric

DQN’s Combined Learning – (b)

DQN trained on
correlated outputs

DQN trained on
i.i.d. outputs

Offloaded by both
Not offloaded

• DQN+ trained on both inputs recognizes
o Periods of high rate and high metrics

‒ Both policies offload approximately the same number of images, but
DQN+ has a higher average metric (0.58 vs. 0.57)

o Periods of low rate and low metrics

‒ Knows that it will waste tokens if it does not significantly lower its

offloading metrics (DQN+ offloads 24 images vs. only one for DQN)
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Summary
• Selective transmissions example
– The

network

network

introduced constraints (offloading limitations) in the

operation of the AI/ML system

&

(image classification)

that resulted in a complex policy decision problem
– An AI/ML system (DQN) offered a “simple” solution capable of
running on limited compute resources and learning state space to
make efficient offloading decisions (optimize the use of constrained
network resources)
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Conclusion
• Interactions between networks and AI/ML systems contribute
both new interesting problems and solutions
– AI/ML models are not just powerful tools that can be applied to solve
networking problems
– They create new interesting networking problems when they operate
across networks, as they often do (data and processing resources are
rarely co-located)
– They are also often the answer to the problems they create

• AI/ML systems have not yet influenced the evolution of network
operation or functionality, but it is only a question of time
before they do

Looking ahead, what should networks do/be
to best help AI/ML models?
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Thank You!
Questions?
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